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Note to: Bill Russell

Thru: Larry Chandler

From: Jack Goldberg

SUBJECT: REFERENCE TO TEMPORARY WAIVERS OF COMPLIANCE IN GUIDANCE
DOCUMENTS ON OPERABILITY AND DEGRADED OR NONCONFORMING
CONDITIONS

In my April 12, 1991 note to Richard Emch of NRR on an earlier
draft of the subject documents, I indicated that OGC had
fundamental concerns with the draft guidance regarding the staff's
use of Temporary Waivers of compliance. OGC has reviewed the
latest draft guidance and, subject to resolving the specific
concerns identified in the attachment to this note and in the
attached mark-up, OGC has no legal objection to the proposed
guidance; the document states that such waivers may be granted as
described in the Memorandum from Thomas E. Murley to the Regional
Administrators dated February.22, 1990. However, given questions
that have arisen in the past and the staff's intent to formalize
the use of Temporary Waivers of compliance by issuing a generic
letter and incorporating their use into the Inspection Manual, our
position is subject to the proviso that the staff prepare an
appropriate paper to inform the Commission about the use of this
type of discretion as part of the licensing / enforcement process and
obtain Commission approval of the practice. In these circumstances
jit is appropriate to provide the Commissioners with a discussion

?f of how temporary waivers augment the discretion that already exists
in the Enforcement Policy and to propose a revision to the

. Enforcement Policy to formally incorporate their use.

For purposes of the transmittal of the package to CRGR, and
assuming that the concerns identified in the attachment are

s resolved, the staff should note the following: "OGC has no legal

k objection to the guidance provided that (1) the staff prepares a

f paper for the Commission which (a) describes the circumstances
% do under which Temporary Waivers of Compliance are used, (b) states

% the standards which govern the staff's granting of such waivers,
7 (c) explains how these waivers augment the licensing / enforcement

b,2'|(* which formally adds the use of Temporary Waivers of Compliance to
process, and (d) proposes a revision to the Enforcement Policy
the types of enforcement discretion which the staff is authorized
to exercise under the Enforcement Policy, and (2) the Commission
approves the use of Temporary Waivers of Compliance."

-

Attachments: As stated

cc w/ Attachments: J. Scinto
D. Hoefling
J. Cutchin
J. Lieberman
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OGC'S COMMENTS ON GUIDANCE ON OPERABILITY AND
. DEGRADED / NONCONFORMING CONDITIONS

t

The following OGC comments must be addressed before OGC
could indicate that it had no legal objection to the CRGR package
discussing operability and degraded / nonconforming conditions
provided to OGC on May 6, 1991.

/ 1. The package apparently contains both " guidance" and
" staff positions". Guidance is not mandatory and so licensees
need not adhere to it. Adherence to staff positions, as that
term is used in the Backfit Rule, is mandatory. The package does
not, in many cases, adequately express when guidance is being
given or when a staff position is being given. For example, the
package repeatedly refers to operability determinations and
corrective actions for SSCs. But the package is not clear as to
when such operability determinations or corrective actions are
required or merely recommended. Examples of this problem have
been labelled with the lett'er "A" throughout the text.'

/2. Application of the Backfit Rule to the package is
.

4 inadequate. The package refers to guidance, existing staff

4- pnsitions and new stcff positions. The.backfit rule would apply
to new staff positions. References to new staff poisitions are ;

jy%yhpi vague and non-specific. The compliance backfit exception is
applied but there is no documented evaluation. Examples of this
problem have been labelled with the letter "B"- throughout the
text. This problem is most clearly depicted in the Generic

<j(g Letter and the CRGR Package. Additional OGC concerns regarding
compliance with the Backfit Rule may be provided to you by Geary

,

\ Misuno.
/ 3. The scope of the proposed guidance needs further1

refinement to assure that it is adequate. See the markup on Page'
*

kkj< 1 of Enclosure 1 on Degraded Conditions. Much of the problem
discussed in Paragraph 1 above stems from the fact that, for a
number of the scope categories, e.g. (i.), (ii.), (iii.), and

,

(vi,), there are no specific operability or corrective action 1

requirements which a licensee must meet.

Ne 4. The definition of a nonconforming condition on Page 2 of
1

\v Enclosure 1 on Degraded Conditions must be expanded to include"

h ''t>1icesee commitments. Several of the examples are either |3
incorrect or vague..g,,

5. Section 4.7 of Enclosure 1 on Degraded Conditions doespc--
~;. not accurately state the staff position that voluntary entry into

J- LC0 3.0.3 is prohibited. The reference provides no additicanal

The examples provided throughout these comments should be*

considered illustrative and not exhaustive.

.- - . _ _ _ , . , _ _
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guidance on this subject as the language presently represents. A
simple reference would be appropriate.

'

6. The discussion of Page 3 of Enclosure 1 on Operability
regarding operability at an instantaneous point in time is
unclear. Also, we have not been able to identify an example in. *

the referenced Section 6.11 to clarify this point.

7. The reference on Page 14 of Enclosure 1 on Operability
is vague and unnecessary. Unspecified guidance is referred to on
subjects other than operability. To the extent that GL 87-09 has
additional guidance on operability, we again recommend.that such
guidance be incorporated into this document and the reference
deleted.

6. The discussion at Pages 17 and 18 of Enclosure 1 on
operability contrasting Tech Specs and the ASME Code is unclear.

,

To the extent that the discussion suggests that Tech Spec action
statements must be entered if Code criteria are not met, it is
net necessarily correct. Until this is clarified, we cannot give
an opinion as to whether the guidance is legally correct.

x 9. The use of the phrase "unless justified otherwise" on
Page 19 of Enclosure 1 on Operability is unc]sar. It suggests
thst relief is available when a system required 'o be-operable is
determined to be inoperable.

10. The references identified in Paragraph 6.13 of
Enclosure 1 on Operability have been previously identified as

'

containing incorrect and unclear statements. Most of these
references are over ten years old. We again recommend that, to
the extent these references contain useful guidance, the guidance

,

should be incorporated into this new guidance document and the-
references deleced.

11. The CRGR Package on Page 1 incorrectly _ represents that
Enclosure 1 on Operability applies only to SSCs covered by Tech
Specs or NRC requireemnts.

]
v'12 . The CRGR Package on Page 3 incorrectly represents that i

evaluation criteria from many different documents have been drawn
j

together in one location. The new guidance still makes ;

substantial use of references. This representation is repeated !
on Page 4. |

1

/13. The statement on Page 6 of the CRGR Package that 1

Enclosure 1 provides more complete guidance is not consistent |
with repeated statements in the CRGR Package that Enclosure 1 )
provides no new guidance.

OGC also offers the following comments which, although not a l
bar to concurrence, should be considered by NRR to enhance the
package.

-. _ _ _, - - _
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1. As Ene]osure 1 is primarily for the aid of inspectors,
consideration should be given to explaining the difference
between guidance and staff positions. This should aid inspectors
in applying these documents and developing sound violations.

2. The definition of degraded condition on Page 2 of
Enclosure 1 on Degraded Conditions is very broad. Some
limitation on the breadth should be considered.

3. The chart in the package appears to have a footnote
which does not attach to anything.

4. The language on Page 9 of Enclosure 1 on Operability
should conform to the language used on Page 7 of Enclosure 1 on
Degraded Conditions as the purpose appears to be the same. Also,
language discussing Temporary Waivers of Compliance should be
neutral in tone.

5. It remains unclear why certain elements listed on Page
10 of Enclosure 1 on Operability should be included in an
operability determination, * As it is clear that these elements
are not mandatory, we have no legal objection to listing them.
Put given the regulatory significance of an operability
determination, the elements of such a determination should have a
sound basis.

6. The language at Page 13 of Enclosure 1 on Operability
should be neutral in tone. Suggested language is provided.

7 It is unclear on Page 16 of Enclosure 1 on Operability
why an element of a JCO for environmental qualification for
equipment where there is reasonable assurance that it will
function need include an evaluation of the consequences of its
failure.

6. At a number of places in Paragraphs 6.13, 6.14 and 6.15
of Enclosure 1 on Operability, references are made to required
actions to be taken by a licensee or that an NRC approaval is to
be sought. The NRC regulations requiring these actions should be
specified.
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Edward L. Jordan, Chairman
Committee to Review Generic Requirements
Office of Analysis aM Evaluation of Operational Data

FROM: Frank J. Miraglia, Jr., Deputy Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

SUBJECT: ISSUANCE OF TWO NEW NRC INSPECTION MANUAL SECTIONS AND A
GENERIC LETTER - GUIDANCE ON LICENSEE ALTIONS FOR RESOLUTION
OF DEGRADED AND NONCONFORMING CONDITIONS AND GUIDANCE ON
OPERABLE /0PERABILITY: ENSURING THE FUNCTIONAL CAPABILITY OF
A SYSTEM OR COMPONENT

The staff requests that CRGR approve issuance of the enclosed additions (See
'

Enclosure 1) to Part 9900, Technical Guidance, of the NRC Inspection Manual. The -

staff also requests that the CRQR approve issuance of a Generic Letter (See
Enclosure 2) with the guidance (i.e., Enclosure I) as an attachment to licensees
for their information. Enclosure 3 is the CRGR review package for this request.

Enclosure I contains the two proposed additions to the NRC Inspection Manual.
The first is entitled, " LICENSEE ACTIONS FOR RESOLUTION OF DEGRADED AND
NONCONFORMING CONDITIONS." This document is a susmary of the process the NRC
expects a licensee to follow upon identification of a degraded or nonconforming
condition, including prompt follow-up action, operability determination,
reporting requirements, decision categories, interin operation, deficiency
resolution, and long-ters follow-up. Since this document covers so many areas,
it can be thought of as an umbrella document that outlines a complex process, and
then directs the reader, as necessary, to more detailed information on any
individual component of the process.

The umbrella document refers its reader for operability guidance to the second
document of Enclosure 1 entitled, ' OPERABILITY /0PERABLE: ENSURING THE FUNCTIONAL

CAPABILITY OFA.&Y&TEii GR W" T.T ment is intended as a compilation
of existing QC tuj. dang.taff positions operability. It is based upon
Generic Letters, sui setins, 4..f;,...uon u es, and internal NRC correspondence .

issued between 1979 and the present.

( ;

f
CONTACT: Chris L. Hoxie, OTSB, NRR f

| j
49-23138 j y
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ecause of the complexity involved in erability de inations and because of3 the complexity of the pro ess descri d in LICEN ACTIONS FOR RESOLUTION
DEGRADED AND NONCONFORMIN CONDIT S, it is ossible that there have en
differences in application of guidance from licensee to licens and jdifferences in interpretati by NRC staff durinc ineae+4- ~'ivitime Thus. C
the purpose of publishing guidanceis to prov1de some clarifying expianatory
material for licensees and to ensure consistency in application of 24d guidance

,

g by NRC inspectors. NRR will conduct training on thtse topics to ensure uniform

[ understandin il ove see i upl,emnt n.
, ,

V $ Althou h aff positions were not intended, particular licensees may finti .
that .u.e rta"e of th: =.&-- = r mt: r :4"- :iti:::.ge recognize (M '

'/ ttil 10 CFR 50.109 may anolv i s much catac A Whether existing or new, sne start'
positions incorporated in t te guidance ~ ensures compliance with existing [
regulations and Mmmeumano6 Technical Specifications. Hence, the exception /

'

under 10 CFR 50.109(a)(4)(i) applies.

: Enclosure 2 is the proposed Generic Letter. 'It is to be used to info nsees
,

of this addition to 44ee5EEEmicende Part 9900 of the NRC Inspectio 1. A j
copy of the guidance documents (1.s., Enclosure 1) will be atta to the l
Generic Letter for information. Licensees are not required to take any specific -

l

action by the Generic Letter. - i

Enclosure 3 is the CRGR review package that discusses the guidance (i.e.,
Enclosure 1) and the proposed Generic Letter (i.e., Enclosure 2). The guidance
and the Generic Letter are sponsored by Charles E. Rossi, Director of Operational
Events Assessment, NRR.

OW gfx5e
Frank J. Miraglia, Jr., Deputy Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosure
As stated d

/I
f'

[fuk,I n
:

# 97ps e
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ENCLOSURE I

TWO PROPOSED ADDITIONS TO PART 9900 0F THE NRC INSPECTION MANUAL

1

|
|

)

i

.
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LICENSEE ACTIONS FOR RESOLUTION OF
DEGRADED AND NONCONFORMING CONDITIONS

4

f
1

.

!

ITable of Contents
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'

4.2 Operability Determinations................................. 4

4.3 10 CFR 50.59 " Changes, Tests, and Experiments" and
10 CFR 50 Appendix B....................................... 4

4.3.1 10 CFR 50, Appendix B.......................... 4

4.3.2 10 CFR 50.59

4.3.3 Using 10 CFR 50.59 to Satisfy an
Appendix B Corrective Action................... 5
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LICENSfE ACTIONS FOR RESOLUTION OF
DEGRADED AND NONCONFORNING CONDITIONS

.

Table of Contents (continued)
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4.5 Justification for Continued Operation (JC0)................ 6
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4.5.2 JC0 De fi n i t i on . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6

4.5.3 Items for Consideration in a JC0 for a
Temporary Waiver of Compliance. . . . . . . ........... 6

4.5.4 Di scussion of Industry-Type JC0s. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7

4.6 Technical Specification LCO Relief and
Temporary Wai ver of Compl i ance. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7

4.7 Voluntary Entry into LCO 3.0.3............................. 8

4.8 Re a s on abl e As s urance of Sa fety. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
.

.
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LICENSEE ACTIONS FOR RESOLUTION OF I

DEGRADED AND NONCONFORMING CONDITIONS l

I
i

.

1.0 PURPOSE AND SCOPE:
'

To provide guidance to NRC inspectors for the review of licensee actions for
resolution of degraded and nonconforming conditions affecting the following
systems, structures, or components (SSCs):

(1) Safety-related SSCs relied upon to remain functional during and
following design basis events to ensure the integrity of the reactor
coolant pressure boundary, the capability to shut down the reactor and
maintain it in a safe shutdown condition, and the capability to
prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents that could result in
potential offsite consequences comparable to the 10 CFR Part 100

|guidelines. Design basis events are defined the same as in 10 CFR '

50.49(b)(1). -

(ii) All SSCs used in a safety analysis or plant evaluation for the current
licensing basis.

__ _ - . .
i

ba

(iv) Post-accident monitoring equipment subject to 10 CFR 50.49.

(v) Any SSCs subject to 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B.

g Sjics-T@DetJ in "" fart 5A4pptEli'_A Ge+t1rFron 3D (4 ,2 'x

(vii) Any SSCs explicitly subject to facility Technical Specifications (TS).

(viii) Any SSCs implicitly subject to facility TS through the definition of
operability (i.e., support SSCs outside TS).

(1x) Any SSCs subject to 10 CFR Part 50.59. '

This guidance is directed toward NRC inspectors that are reviewing actions of !licensees that hold an operating license.
|

|

I

i

|
|

Issue Date: / /91 -1- 9900 STS |

I

|
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2.0 DEFINITIONS: --

i

i2.1 Current Licensina Basis
i

Currentlicensingbasis(CLB)consistsofalicensee'swrittencommitmentsfor
assuring compliance with and operation within applicable NRC requirements and
license conditions including the plant-specific design basis (including all

i

modifications and additions to such cosaiteents over the life of the license)that are docketed and in effect. The CLB includes licensee commitments
concerning systems, structures, and components identified in the Final Safety
Analysis Report (FSAR), the Technical Specifications (TS), and the evaluations
submitted to show compliance with the Commission's regulations such as ATWS,
Station Blackout, Pressurized Thermal Shock, Fire Protection, and Environmental
Qualification. It also includes the plant-specific design bases information
defined in 10 CFR 50.2 as documented in the most recent FSAR as required by
10 CFR 50.71 and the licensee's commitments remaining in effect that were made
in docketed licensing correspondence such as licensee responses to NRC Bulletins,
Generic Letters, and enforcement actions, as well as licensee commitments

- documented in NRC safety evaluations.
!

.

2.2 Desian Basis

Design basis is that body of plant-specific design bases information defined by
10 CFR 50.2, as documented in the most recent FSAR.

q l

q y E#YlVg-

2.3 Deoraded Condition g
A condition of an SSC in which there has be 1 ss of quality or functional
capability. I

I_.

2.4 Nonconfomina Condition W
PY 4%

A condition of an SSC in which there is failure to meetarequirements Some
examples of nonconforming conditions include the following: g

1. There is failure to conform to one or more applicable codes or
standards specified in the FSAR.

2. As-built equipment, or as-modified equipment, does not meet FSAR

b** 9"A]j'hL'}'fR'&V s f.s '

3. Operating experience r engineering revi ws d nstratej esign
M ; m . tp y yg L. rt

'
,

4. Documentation required by NRC requirements such as 10 CFR 50.49 is
not available or deficient.4

i5

Issue Date: / /91 -2- 9900 STS
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2.5 Doerable or Ooerability

The Standard Technical Specifications (STS) define operable or operability as
follows:

"A system, subsistem, train, component, or device shall be OPERABLE or I
have OPERABILITY when it is capable of performing its specified functions, '

and when all necessary attendant instrumentat'on, controls, electrical
power, cooling or seal water, lubrication or other auxiliary equipment
that are required for the system, subsystem, train, component, or device
to perform its function (s) are also capable of performing their related
support function (s)."

This definition is applicable to all SSC listed in Section 1.

3.0 BACKGROUND:

hnuclear power plant's SSCs are designed to meet NRC requirements, satisfy the
1 current licensing basis, and conform to specified codes and standards. For

degraded or nonconforming conditions of these SSCs, the licensee may be required
to take actions required by the Technical Specifications (TS). The provisions
of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR), Part 50, Appendix B,
Criteria XVI, may apply requiring the licensee to identify promptly and correct
conditions adverse to safety or quality. Reporting may be required in accordance
with Sections 50.72, 50.73, and 50.9(b) of 10 CFR Part 50, 10 CFR Part 21, and
the Technical Specifications (TS). Collectively, these requirements may be
viewed as a process for licensees to develop a basis to continue operation or to

'1place the plant in a safe condition, and to take prompt corrective action.
Chan es to the facility in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59 may be made as part of
the orrective action required by Appendix B.

The process displayed by means of the chart in the enclosure recognizes these an<
ot er provisions that a licensee may follow to restore or establish acceptable
e ditions. These provisions are success paths that enable licensees to continue

,

Jfe operation of their facilities.

l

Ajd p'

!

|
|

l
!

Issue Date: / /91 -3- 9900 STS
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4.0 DISCUSSION OF NOTABLE PROVISIONS

4.1 Public Health and Safety
|

All success paths, whether specifically stated or not, e first directed to
ensuring public health and safety and second, to restoring urrent licensing i

basis of the plant as an acceptable level of.zAfety. tification of a 1

degraded or nonconforming condition that sa pose an i ate threat to t h
public health and safety) :;b the plan 1 cod in a safe condittor . i

Technical Specifications ((TS) address the safety systems and provide Limiti
|

Conditions for Operation LCOs) and Allowed Outage Times (ADTs) required to
ensure public health and safety.

4.2 Doerability Determinations

For guidance on operability see the Inspection Manual, Part 9900,
"0PERABLE/0PERABILITY: ENSURING THE FUNCTIONAL CAPABILITY OF A SYSTEM DR ,

COMPONENT," and see the Inspection Manual, Part 9900, " STANDARD TECHNICAL |
-

SPECIFICATIONS STS SECTION 1, OPERABILITY." i
|

'

It is the licensee's responsibility to adhere to its TS and to make the l
operability determinations. It is the NRC's responsibility to audit selectively )
the determinations and challenge those with questionable basis or promptness.

1

1

4.3 10 CFR 50,59 " Chances. Tests. and Experiments" and 10 CFR 50. Accendix B I

4.3.1 10 ppendix B

Each licensee avet ensure that t h desigr. and operation of each of its plan s I

continues to be as described in the current licensing basis. Whenever degrade '

or nonconforming conditions of SSCs covered by Appendix 8 are identified.
Appendix B requires prompt correcths action to correct or resolve the condition, '

with a timeliness that is comensurate with the safety significance of the issue. |
A licensee may delay Appendix B correct a ections if it has completed an {evaluation supporting the conclusion t it delay will not degrade safety below l
an acceptable level. Licensees sho et that such evaluations to delay < ;

prompt corrective action will be re NRC staff on a selective basis to
determine the acceptability of the d on rd duration of the delay. j4
4.3.2 10 CFR 50.59 I

l
If the degraded or nonconforming condition involves an SSC covered by 50.59, the
licensee must perform an evaluation in accordance with 10 CFR 50.59 to determine
if operation with the degraded or nonconforming condition involves an unreviewed

| safety question (USQ). If a USQ is involved, such operation would be allowed
only after a license amendment in accordance with 10 CFR 50.90 is obtained

,

' authorizing such operation. (See Section 4.6 for guidance where the licensee j
wishes to operate the plant while such a license amendment is being processed.) i

Issue Date: / /91 -4- 9900 STS
!

t

I

t
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4.3.3 Using 10 CFR 50 59 to Satisfy an pendix B Corrective Action

A licensee may change th design of it plant as described in the FSAR in
accordance with 10 CFR 50 59 at any time Whenever such changes are sufficient
to resolve a degraded or onconforming ndition involving an SSC that is covered
both by Appendix B and. .59, th.ey be used to satisfy the corrective action
requirements of Append x B, in lie of Mstoring the affected equipment to its
original design. H er, whene r such a change involves a USQ or change in a
Technical Specificat n (TS), e licensee must obtain a license amendment in
accordance with 10 C R 50.90 tor to operating the plant with the degraded or
nonconforming condi ion. I order to resolve the degraded or nonconforming
c ition without stori the affected equipment to its original design, a

1see may, in ad ition performing a 50.59 safety evaluation, need to obtain

/' dappexemption from 10 CFR 50 in accordance with 10 CFR 50.12, or relief from a V
gn code in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55a. The use of 10 CFR 50.59, 50.12 or

.55a in fulfillment of Appendix B corrective action requirements does not
relieve the licensee of the responsibility to deterstne the root cause, to
examine other affected systems, or to report the original condition, as
appropriate.

Further guidance on 10 CFR 50.59 is provided in the NRC Inspection Manual Part
9900, '50.59 Changes, Testing, and Experiments."

,

4.4 Discovery of an Existina But Previous 1v Unanalyzed Condition or Accident

In the course of its activities, the licensee may discover a previously
unanalyzed condition or accident. Upon discovery of an existing but previously
unanalyzed condition that don create the possibility of an accident or
malfunction of a different type and is adverse to safety or quality, the licensee
should report that condition in accordance with the appropriate regulations.

If the accident should have been evaluated as part of the design basis but was
overlooked, this previously unanalyzed condition should be corrected. The
licensee's 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B program for prompt corrective action is
applicable, assuming SSCs subject to Appendix B are involved.

For a previously unanalysed condition or accident that is considered a
significant safety concern, but is not part of the design basis, the licensee may
subsequently be required to take additional action after consideration of backfit
issues (see Section 50.109).

,

Issue Date: / /91 -5- 9900 STS
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4.5 A stification for Continued Doeration (JCO)

4.5.1 Background ) |

The license authorizes the licensee to operate the p1 t in acco ance with the
regulations and the conditions specified in the TS .If an SS is degraded or

and the 8

nonconforming but operable, the licensefication.
rovides au orization to oper

oweverf A 4 N
'

|licensee does not need further justi The licensee aus
promptly identify and correct the condition verse to safety or quality in ge i

accordance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, iterion IVI. .

.

Under certain defined and limited circues ances, the licensee may find that ly
saryylant action not in thestrict compliance with the TS would cause n-a

best interest of public health and safety. -Wh JW#"" ' )^

an imediateJct. ton- :1!:2 t 10 CFR 50. C review and response is '

required f ior to the licensee taking action ; are contrary to compliance
ith the TS. A JCO, as defined herein for g neral NRC purposes, is the

glicensee'stechnicalbasisforrequestingNRCre onses to such action. j
Mkh1Av%

4.5.7 JC0 Definition MM 3f j

,

a ,,

A Justification for Continued Operation (JCO) is the licensee's techni al basis |

for requesting authorization to operate in a manner that is prohibited (e.g., i

outside TS or license) absent such authorization. The preparation of JCos does ;

not constitute authorization to continue operation. They are nors&11y submitted * |
to the NRC when seeking a Temporary Waiver of Compliance. ,

!

4.5.3 Items for Consideration in a JC0 for a Temporary Waiver of ,

Compliance

Some items which are appropriate for consideration in a licensee's development I
of a JC0 for a Temporary Waiver of Compliance include:

|
o Availability of redundant or backup equipment

. |
o Compensatory measures including limited administrative controls ,

o Safety function and events protected against j
o Conservatism and margins, and
o Probability of needing the safety function.

|

Licensees may also use existing PRAs or Individual Plant Evaluation (IPE) risk i
assessments to consider how operating the facility in th ner proposed in the '

JC0 will impact the core damage frequency. A very smal r negligible change
in core damage frequency is a positiva point in favor proposed JC0 for a
Temporary Waiver of Compliance.

M
\

\
.............

* Regulations, generic letters, and bulletins may provid[They may also use therection on specific 1

issue JCOs, which do not require that they be submitted. V i
JC0 for situations other than for operating in a prohibited manner. The JC0 ters !

has been used in Generic Letters 88-07 on Environmental Qualifications of
Electrical Equipment and 87-02 an Seismic Adequacy, Licensees should continue
to follow earlier guidance regarding the preparation of JCOs on specific issues.-
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4.5.4 Discussion of Industry-Type JCOs

Currently, some licensees refer to two other documents or processes as JCOs that
are not equivalent to and do not perform the same function as the NRC-recognized
JC0 (as defined in 4.5,2) in support of Temporary Waiver of Compliance. This
is an acceptable industry practice an the extent the industry JC0 fulfills V
other NRC requirements, the JCOs wi be selectively reviewed and - audited
accordingly.

In the first industry-type JCO, the licensee may consider the entire process
depicted in the attached chart as a single JC0 that includes such things as the
basis for operability, PRA, corrective action elements, and alternative
operations.

In the second industry-type JCO, the licensee may consider the documentation that
is developed to support facility operation after the operability decision has
been made as a JCO. This documentation can cover any or all of the items listed
under " Interim Operation" on the attached chart.

Although the "JC0" is used differently by some licensees, the NRC concern is that
the operability decision is correct, documentation of licensee's actions are
appropriate, and submittals to the NRC (for a Temporary Waiver of Compliance) are
complete. The licensee's documentation of the JCO's is normally proceduralized
through the existing plant record system, which is auditable.

.Jpchnical Soecification L(0 Relief and Temocrary Waiver of Como11ance
h MM C44"W)

A e obtain relief from a Limitirfg Condition for Operation (LCO) in the TS, a
icensee may request an emergency TS change. When the request cannot be

processed within the Allowed Outage Time (A0T) that is allowed by the TS, the
licensee may submit a JC0 and request a Temporary Waiver of Compliance.

I
Further guidance is provided in the February 22, 1990 memorandum from Thomas E.
Murley to Regional Administrators, " Temporary Waivers of Compliance."

'

Wr 7g
s/

*s
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4.7 Voluntary Entry into LCO 3.n L
-

The licensee ntarily enter into LC0 3.0.3 for operational
convenience, unless the licensee has obtained a Temporary Waiver of Compliance
to operate in this otherwise prohibited manner. See previous section.

AN t.2.5. q -. .-

. . . . O ;. i ., , :M :..MC laspection Manual;-fart 9900, 'STS 4e~cWn-
3.0.41.initjpg Conditions for Optfation."

,

4.8 Reasonable Assurance of Safety
,

For SSCs that are not expressly subject to TS and that are determined be
inoperable, the licensee should assess the reasonable assurance of safety. If
the assessment is successful, then the facility may continue to operate while
prompt corrective action is taken. Items to be considered for such an assessment :,
include the following: 4

o Availability of redundant or backup equipment 9
o Compensatory measures including limited administrative controls
o Safety function and events protected against
o Conservatism and margi,ns, and
o Probability of needing the safety function.

Licensees may also use existing PRAs or Individual Plant Evaluation (IPE) risk
assessments to consider how operating the facilit
question will impact the core damage frequency. y with the inoperable SSC inA very small, or negligible
change in core damage frequency is a good measure of reasonable assurance of

,safety.

.
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OPERABLE /0PERABILITY:

ENSURING THE FUNCTIONAL CAPABILITY OF A SYSTEM OR COMPONENT

1.0 PURPOSE AND SCOPE

To provide guidance to NRC inspectors for the review of licensee operability 1

determinations affecting the following systems, structures, or components (SSCs) '

i

(i) Safety-related SSCs relied upon to remain functional during and
following design basis events to ensure the integrity of the reactor i

coolant pressure boundary, the capability to shut down the reactor and
maintain it in a safe shutdown condition, and the capability to
prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents that could result in
potential offsite consequences comparable to the 10 CFR Part 100

,

guidelines. Design basis events are defined the same as in 10 CFR '

50.49(b)(1).

(ii) All SSCs used in a safety analysis or plant evaluation for the current
licensing basis.

(iii) Any SSCs, including non-safety-related SSCs, whose failure could
prevent satisfactory accomplishment of required safety functions.

(iv) Post-accident monitoring equipment subject to 10 CFR 50.49.

(v) Any SSCs subject to 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B.

(vi) Any SSCs subject to 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, Criterion 1. -

(vii) Any SSCs explicitly subject to facility Technical Specifications (TS).

(viii) Any SSCs implicitly subject to facility TS through the definition of
operability (i.e., support SSCs outside TS).

(ix) Any SSCs subject to 10 CFR Part 50.59.

This guidance is directed toward NRC inspectors that are reviewing actions of
licensees that hold an operating license.

.

Issue Date: / /91 -1- 9900 STS
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2.0 DEFINITIONS:
r,

2.1 Current Licensino Basis
'

Current licensing basis (CLB) consists of a licensee's written coenitments for
assuring compliance with and operation within applicable NRC requirements and

|license conditions including the plant-specific design basis (including all |

modifications and additions to such commitments over the life of tha license) ithat are docketed and in effect. The CLB includes licensee coenitments '

concerning systems, structures, and components identified in the Final Safety
Analysis Report (FSAR), the Technical Specifications (TS), and the evaluations
submitted to show compliance with the Commission's regulations such as ATWS,
Station Blackout, Pressurized Thermal Shock, Fire Protection, and Environmental

,

Qualification. It also includes the plant-specific design bases infonnation
defined in 10 CFR 50.2 as documented in the most recent FSAR as required by |
10 CFR 50.71 and the licensee's commitments remaining in effect that were made
in docketed licensing correspondence such as licensee responses to NRC Bulletins,
Generic Letters, and enforcement actions, as well as licensee commitments
documented in NRC safety evaluations..

,

'

2.2 Desicn Basis

Design basis is that body of plant-specific design bases information defined by
10 CFR 50.2, as documented in the most recent FSAR.

2.3 Deoraded Condition M
A condition of an SSC in which there has bee oss of quality or functional
capability.

2.4 Nonconformina Condition

A condition of an SSC in which there is failure to meet requirements. Some
examples of nonconforming conditions include the following:

1. There is failure to conform to one or more applicable codes or
standards specified in the FSAR.

2. As-built equipment, or as-modified equipment, does not meet FSAR
design requirements.

3. Operating experience or engineering reviews demonstrate a design -

inadequacy.

4. Documentation required by NRC requirements such as 10 CFR 50.49 is
not available or deficient.

Issue Date: / /91 -2- 9900 STS
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3.0 STANDARD TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS OPERABILITY DEFINITION AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Ooerability Definition

The Standard Technical Specifications (STS) define operable or operability as
follows: .

"A system, subsystem, train, component, or device shall be OPERABLE or
have OPERABILITY when it is capable of perfoming its specified functions,
and when all necessary attendant instrumentation, controls, electrical
power, cooling or seal water, lubrication or other auxiliary equipment
that are required for the system, subsystem, train, component, or device
to perform its function (s) are also capable of performing their related
support function (s)."

3.2 Variations of Ooerability Definition in Plant Snecific TS

There are several variations in existing pl -s ific TS of the above basic M
definition. Therefore, some judgement is uired in application of this

'

~
guidance on operability. Word differences that exist are not viewed e NRC

cific Vto imply any significant overall difference in application of the pla -

f.Any problems that result from existing inconsistencies between a plan 62&-
r' ecific definition of operability 'and this guidance should be discussed with

I ial management, who should discuss the issues with NRR if deemed necessary.
1 cases, a licensee's plant-specific definition is governing.

3.3 Soecified Function (s)

The definition of operability refers to capability to perform the "specified
functions." The specified function (s) of the system, subsystem, train,
component, or device (hereafter referred to as system) is that specified safety
function (s) in the current licensing basis for the facility.

P :ddf ti:t te p 4d!q th: :;;;ifi;d , Jet ft :ti: , : :;;;t;; O ;a,,;;;;J To
Ph n d:sirw, inGo ano mainui . When system capability is degraded
to a point where it cannot perform with any ce,tainty or reliability, the system
should be judged inoperable, even if at this instantaneous point in time the
system could provide the specified safety function. See Section 6.11, which

/ discusses ASME Section XI, for an example.
_

_

'

3.4 Support System Doerability - Understandina System Interrelationshins |

The definition of operability embodies a principle that a system can perfom its
specified safety function (s) only when all its necessary support systems are
capable of perfoming their related support functions. Therefore,. an NRC
inspector should expect that each licensee understands which support systems are '

necessary to ensure the operability of main systems and components that perform
specified safety functions. Such an understanding is mandatory. Otherwise the
licensee will not be able to implement the definition of operability.

!

.
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4.0 ECKGROUND

The purpose of the Technical Specifications is to ensure that the plant is
operated within its design basis and to preserve the validity of the safety
analyses, which are concerned with both the prevention and mitigation of
accidents. Because both prevention of accidents and the ability to mitigate them
must be continuously ensured, the process of ensuring OPERABILITY for safety or
safety support systems is ongoing and continuous. The focus of operability is
foremost on the capability to ensure safety.

Licensees should main ntsd basis for concluding that all SSCs
required to be operable are, in fact, operable. NRC staff may selectively review
and audit this basis. 4

The process of ensuring operability consists of the continuous verification of
operability by surveillances and formal determinations of operability whenever ,

a verification or other indication calls into question the system's or
component's ability to perform its specified function.

Verification of operability is supplemented by continuous and ongoing processes
,

such as:
o Day-to-day operation of the facility
o Implementation of programs such as inservice testing and inspection
o Plant walkdowns or tours
o Observations from the control room ,

o Quality assurance activities such as audits and reviews ,

o Engineering design reviews including design basis reconstitution.

Without any information to the contrary, once a component or system is i

established as operable, it is reasonable to assume that the component or system !

should continue to remain operable, and the previously stated verifications
should provide that assurance. However, whenever the ability of a system or
structure to perform its specified function is called into question, operability |

sust be determined from a detailed examination of the deficiency.

The determination of operability fer systems covered by TS is to be made
promptly, with a timeliness that is commensurate with the potential safety
significance of the issue. If the licensee chooses initially not to declare a
system inoperable, the licensee must have a reasonable expectation that the ;

system is operable and that the prompt determination process will support that |

expectation. Otherwise, the licensee should imediately declare the system or
structure inoperable. Where there is reason to suspect that the determination
process is not, or was not prompt, the Region may discuss with the licensee, |

with NRR consultation as appropriate, the reasoning for the perceived delay. )

.
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The TS establish operability requirements on systems required for safe operation
and include surveillance requirements to demonstrate periodically that these
systems are operable. Performance of the surveillance requirement is usually
considered to be sufficient to demonstrate operability provided that there is i

reasonable assurance that the system continues to conform to all appropriate
criteria in the current licensing basis (CLB). Whenever conformance to the
appropriate criteria in the CLB is called into question, performance of the
surveillance requirement alone is usually not sufficient to determine
operability.

When operability verification or other processes indicate a potential deficiency
or loss of qualityt licensees should make a prompt determination of operability
and act on the results of that detersination. The licensee should also restore
the quality of tt e system in accordance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix
Criterion XVI, Cor rective Action. li

) '
'

,

< j
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ADDITIONAL GUIDANCE F| OPERABILITY DETERMINATIONS " y -

f5|,*
5.0

In the course of review etivities or through normal plant operation, a licensee I
may become aware of egraded or nonconforming conditions affecting the SSCs gdefined in Section 1, These activities include, but are not limited to, thW
following: .

o Review of operational events
o Design modifications to facilities
o Examinations of records
o Additions to facilities
o Vendor reviews or inspections
o Plant system walkdowns.

These and other paths for identifying degraded or nonconforming conditions,
including reports from industry and other utilities, should result in the prompt
identification and correction of the deficiency by the licensee. Licensees
should make an operability determination.and take follow-on corrective action in
the following circumstances: =

o Discovery of degraded conditions of equipment where perfomance is
'called into question

o Discovery of nonconforming conditions where the qualification of
equipment (such as conformance to codes and standards) is called
into question

o Discovery of an unanalyzed condition associated with the current
licensing basis (CLB), that is, a condition that should have beeni

| analyzed, but was not. NOTE: If the unanalyzed condition is not
part of the CLB, the licensee may still be required to make some
improvament through the backfit process (See 10 CFR 50.109 (a)(5)).

! The following guidance for dealing with issues that are closely associated with
| operability determinations has been derived from the NRC regulations and from

previous guidance issued to licensees.

5.1 Focus on Safety

The imediate and primary attention must be directed to safety concerns.
Reporting and procedural requirements should not interfere with ensuring the .

health and safety of the public. To continue operation while an operability
determination is being made, the licensee must have a reasonable expectation that
the system is operable pnd that the determinatpn process will sup o t that,

expectation. M,um M g)NA

| 9fa
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5.2 Deal with Operability and Restoration of Qualification Seoaratelv

Operability and qualification are closely related concepts. However, the fact
that a system is not fully qualified does not, in all cases, render that s stem
unable to perform its specified function if called upon. According t the
definition of operabil:ity ;d;t; er n'rt;' r;;:rt :,,;;;; e. .t..;;r: must

p
be capable of perfoming its specified function (s),2 ......t!... m ;;'; t'--
=2 6::rikJ .. th ?! :r "*"w

The prompt determination of operability will result in decisions or actions
1ertaining to continued plant operation, while qualification or requalification
>ecomes a corrective action goal. Qualification concerns, whether it is a lack
of required quality or loss of quality because of degradation, can and should be
promptly considered to detemine the effect of the concern on the operability of
the system. I

If operability is assured based on this prompt determination, plant operation can
continue while an appropriate corrective action program is implemented to restore /Kamw4

[En Ie NU :, Y+ a' -rne *: ;*-

Appendix R_ reiterion rvi rar a 2;; L;; ,,, ,, th: :7 7 7:r3 f;; 2 ,,; ,, g1-

draiing-with reswr my m .r..,;7.0 7-'" ' ion.

The principle of treating the related concepts of operability and restoration of
qualification separately is to ensure that the operability determination is D
focused on safety and is not delayed by decisions or actions necessary to plan
or implement the corrective action, i.e., restoring full qualification.

5.3 Full Oualification

Full qualification conWIWes nforming to all aspects of the current licensing
basis, including codes and standards, design criteria, and FSAR comitments.

The SSCs defined in section 1 are designed and operated, as described in the
current licensing basis (CLB), to include design margins and engineering margins
of safety to ensure, among other things, that some loss of quality does not mean
imediate failure. The CLB includes comitments to specific codes and standards,
design criteria, and some regulations that also dictate margins. Many licensees

iadd conservatism so that a partial loss of quality does not affect their !
commitments to the margins. The loss of conservatisa not taken credit for in the '

safety analyses and not comitted to by the licensee to satisfy licensing
requirements does not require a system to be declared inoperable. All other
losses of quality or margins am n operability detemination and
corrective action,

g,g Q msk$
h s
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+ 0 5.4 Determinina coerability and Plant Safety is a Continu us Decision-Makina
"

Process '

4

N Licensees are obligated to ensure the continued operabili of SSCs as specified
by TS, or to take the remedial actions addressed in the T . For other SSCs which

t may be in a degraded or nonconforming condition, it be determined whether
a condition adverse to quality exists and whether corrective actions are needed.
Operability is verified, as discussed above, by day-to-day operation, plant
tours, observations form the control room, surveillances, test programs, and
other similar activities. Deficiencies in the design basis or safety analysis
or problems identified by the operability verification lead to the operability
determination process by which the specific deficiency and overall capability of
the component or system are examined. The process, in one form or another, is
ongoing and continuous. As a practical matter, decision making requires good
information and takes time. However, the process used by licensees should call
for prompt and continuous attention to deficiencies and potential system
inoperabilities. In addition, the licensee's process should call for innediately
declaring equipment inoperable when reasonable expectation of operability does
not exist or mounting evidence suggests that the final analysis will conclude

. that the equipment cannot perfom its specified safety function (s).-

5.5 Timeliness of Operability Determinations

Timeliness of operability determinations should be commensurate with the safety
significance of the issue. Once the deficiency has been identified and the
specific component or system has been identified, the determination can be made
regarding the capability to perform the specified function (s). There is no
explicit requirement in the regulations for the timing of the decision. As
discussed further in Section 6.0, timeliness is important and is determined by
the safety significance of the issue. The Allowed Outage Times (A0Ts) contained

in TS generally provide reasonable guidelines for safety significance &.h
5.6 Timeliness of Corrective Action $$C
Timeliness of corrective action , the require nts in 10 CFR 5, bAppendix B, Criterion XVI, for " prompt" corrective actio should be commensurate T/with the safety significance of the corrective action. [
The determination of operability establishes a basis for plant operation whi
the corrective action establishes or re-establishes .the de
basis / qualification of the safety or safety support system. 5:4eci f =r-U
above, There is no explicit requirement in the regulations for timelined
4hant- c6rrective actions, except that 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI '

requires it to be ' prompt". Again, timeliness is determined by the safety
significance of the issue.

.

5.7 Justification for Continued Doeration

See the NRC Inspection Manual, Part 9900. Technical Guidance, " Licensee Actions
for Resolution of Degraded and Nonconforming Conditions," for guidance on JCOs
and NRC responses to them.
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6.0 DETAILED DISCUSSION OF SPECIFIC OPERABILITY ISSUES

6.1 Scoce and Timina of Doerability Determinations

Determining system, structure, or component (SSC) operability is a continuous
process that cannot be avoided. Action is required any time an SSC that is
required by TS or NRC requirement to be operable is found to be inoperable If .a
an imediate threat to public health and safety is identified, action to place-

the plant in a safe condition should begin as soon as this circumstance is known
and should be completed expeditiously.

Once a degraded or nonconforming condition of specific SSCs is identified, an
operability determination should be made as soon as possible consistent with the
safety importance of the SSC affected. In most cases, it is expected that the j
decis can be made immediately (e.g., loss of motive power, etc.). In other

is expected the decision can be made within approximately 24 hours of [ lcasi -

disi ry even though complete information may not be available. Some few
exceptional cases may take longer. For SSCs in TS, the Allowed out Times (A0Ts)

j

contained in TS generally provide reasonable guidelines for safety significance. 1

For SSCs outside TS, engineering judgement must be used to determine safety
significance. The decision should be based on the best information available and
must be predicated on the licensee's reasonable expectation that the SSC is !

operable and that the prompt determination process will support that expectation.
When reasonable expectation does not exist, the SSC should be declared inoperable
and the safe course of action should be taken.

The licensee should examine the full scope of the current licensing basis,
including the TS and FSAR commitments, to establish the conditions and
performance requirements to be met for determining operability. The operability
decision may be based on analysis, a test or partial test, experienca with I

operating events, engineering judgment, or a combination of these factors taking !

into consideration equipment functional requirements. An initial determination
regarding operability should be revised, as appropriate, as new or additional
information becomes available.

; ,

1

.
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The scope of an operability detemination needs to be sufficient to address the '

capability of the equipment to perform its safety function (s). Operability 1
determinations should therefore include the following actions:

o Detemine what equipment is degraded or andaueW5My nonconforming. p
o Determine the safety function (s) performed by the equipment.

\\
u\ o Detemine the requirement or commitment established for the
V equipment, and why the requirement or commitment may not be met.

s first disc

o Detemine safest plant configuration including the effect of
transitional action,

o Detemine the basis for declaring the affected system operable,
through:

'

a. analysis
b. test or partial test,
c. operating experience, and
d. engineering judgement.

If an NRC-approved action (such as provided in an LCO action statement is
imediately taken to compensate for failed equipment (e.g., placing one cha)nnel
of reactor protection in the tripped condition upon failure of the channel such
that the specified safety function can be maintained), the system is still
operable and continued operation of the facility is permitted.

However, continued operation with an inoperable channel in the tri > ped condition
is not advisable because a subsequent failure will result in a phnt trip that
will challenge plant safety systems. It is also not advisable from the
standpoint of plant availability.

|
'

.
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6.2 Treatment of Sinole Failures in Doerability Determinations

6.2.1 Definition. of Single Failure

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, " General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants,"
defines a single failure as:

"A single failure means an occurrence which results in the loss of
capability of a component to perform its intended safety functions.
Multiple failures resulting from a single occurrence are considered to be
a single failure."

:
'

.

6.2.2 Capability to Withstand a Single Failure is a Design Consideration

Appendix A contains general design criteria (GDC) for SSCs that perfom major
safety functions. Many of the GDC contain a statement similar to the following:

" Suitable redundancy in ' components and features and suitable
interconnections, leak detection, isolation and containment capabilities
shall be provided to assure that for onsite electrical power system

I

operation and for offsite
electrical (assuming offsite power in r.st available) power system operation (assuming onsite power is not available)
the system safety function can be accomplished assumino a sinale failure."

See, for example, GDC 17, 34, 35, 38, 41, 44. Therefore, capability to withstand
a single failure in fluid or electrical systems is a plant-specific design-

consideration, which ensures that a single failure does not result in a loss of
the capability of the system to perform its safety functions.

6.2.3 Discovery of a Design Deficiency in Which Capability to Withstand
a Single Failure is Lost

A design deficiency in which capability to withstand a single failure is lor 4) Y
should be evaluated and treated as a loss-of-quality issue and a nonconformancV.

b1he .

For any design deficiency in [ecapabilitytowithstandasinglefailure I

is lost, the licensee address the quality aspects anc f the desi n.Wdeficiency affects the
promptly correct the de ciency in accordance with N Appendix B,
Criterion XVI, Correctiv Action.

4 - s syf 10Nypgg),Y Acs # n
,.

'
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6.3 Treatment of Consecuential Failures in Ooerability Determinations
1

)
6.3.1 Definition of Consequential Failure !

A consequential failure is a failure of an SSC caused by a postulated accident i
within the design basis. For example, if during a loss of coolant accident
(LOCA) (a design basis event), the broken pipe could whip and incapacitate a
nearby pump, then the pump would not be able to function. Such a pump failure
is called a consequential failure because the pump failed as a result of the
design basis event itself. In general, facility design takes any such
consequential failures that are deemed credible into consideration. In this
case, that would mean that the broken pump was not one that the safety analysis
would take credit for to mitigate the LOCA.

6.3.2 Consequential Failures and Operability Deteminations

Operability deterninations should be performed for those ;:txt %1 consequential
failures (i.e., an SSC failure that would be a direct consequence of a design
basis event) for which the SSC in question needs to function. Where
consequential failures would cause a loss of function needed for limiting or
mitigating the effects of the event, the affected SSC is inoperable because it
cannot perform all of its specified functions. Such situations are most likely
discovered during design basis reconstitution studies, or when new credib
failure modes are identified.

6.3.3 Consequential Failures and Appendix B f
VWith any consequential failure, the licensee address the quality aspects and f

if the f ailure affects thpW:igr. L.... .eW .. ..t. f., the ;;rtinur ;1=t._
promptly correct the deficien n accordance with 30'41RF9M4t, Appendix B,
Criterion XVI, Corrective Action. ; y /p,

cm f l6.4 Qperability Durino TS Surve111ances and Preventive Maintenance

During preventive maintenance (PM), equipment may be removed from service and
rendered incapable of performing the function (s) specified for safety. ThisI b
equipment is clearly inoperable. For equipment covered by the Technical l'
Specifications (TS), the PM activity and any other action that may be required

ute ICtby the Limiting Conditions for Operation (LCOs), is expected in h r by thewithin the Allowed Outage Time (A0T). For 2 0, g ; nc.t~not covered *

TS either explicitly by direct inclusion in the TS or implicitly through the
definition of operability, the licensee's PM activities should be consistent with
the importance of the equipment to safety and the function (s) of the equipment
and a reasonable time goal should be set to complete the PM.

Issue Date: / /91 -12 9900 STS
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b In all cases, care should be exercised in removing equipment from service for PM
C to avoid accumulating long out-of-service times of safety trains.Mhe licensee

should reestablish operability before the equipment is returned to service. The'

d licensee also say need to reestablish operability for systems or components, in

h whole or in part, that are actively dependent upon the equipment undergoing the5
PM activity. The need for testing to reestablish operability should be based on,

a reasonable judgement about how the inoperable equipment may have been affected.
If retesting to reestablish operability is not possible or practicable because

7 of safety concerns, analysis or other means sh uld be used to demonstratek; F operability.

If TS surveillances require that safety equipe o be removed from service and
Y rendered incapable of performing its safety , function, the equipment is
1 inoperable. The LCO action statement shall be entered unless the TS explicitly
I direct otherwise. Upon completion of the surveillance, the licensee should

s

verify restoration to operable status of at least those portions of the equipment% u

/ j or system features that were altered to accomplish the surveillance. -

1 a 1y NOTE: With regard to surve11Tances or other sia11ar activities (such as
3 inservice testing) that create an unwowented operability probles by requiring

'Y that systems be removed from service for extended periods (i.e., those that may
,

,

i X exceed the Allowed Outage Time (A0T)), licensees must have prior NRC approval by ~~

a _ license amendment for the surveillance reouirement or redefine the tests.J M o
l

b m tM cuni.-
_

.c = = : :H i ;r ;rn 7;;.tr a rm - " ">evi .. .. 1. m .

t= arranted n b t e k"t6.; = t: "-a-me um; Sir.g ;thr r i'a+y yr+ :n .*

fir:t "4 c" :n .
A Temporary Waiver of Compliance may be soughy;far "-a ;;r c u"?t M crM -~+ p ,;riate ik,;.T;.. . 3

s
A ".;.e1 iur

] %
See " Guidance on Voluntary Entry into Technical Specifications Limiting

, Conditions for Operation Action Statements to Perform Preventive Maintenance
Q (On-Line PM)," memorandum from Thomas E. Murley to Regional Administrators, dated

,

{ April 30, 1991 for further guidance on on-line PM. g

k 6.5 Surveillance and Operability Testina in Safety Confiauration

Many systems are designed to perfom both normal operational and sa
functions. It is preferable that both the Technical Specification (TS)

d surveillance requirement testing and any other operability testing be performed
in the configuration as would be required to perform the safety function, i.e.,
safety mode. However, testing in the normal configuration or mode of operation
may be required for systems if testing in the safety mode will result in
unwarranted safety concerns or transients. The mode of operation for the TS
surveillance requirements test is usually prescribed and the acceptance criteria

Iare established on that kfIf a system should all while it s being test in the safety mode of operation,
the system is to be declared inoperable. For ongoing periodic testing that must
be performed during normal mode operation, the licensee establish normal
mode operational acceptance criteria that are based on a irect relationship to
the safety mode requirements. Operability verificati is then provided by
acceptable normal mode operational test results.

Issue Date: / /g1 -13- 7 ' 9900 STS
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Test fa hould be examined to determine the root cause and conneet the
problem before resumption of testing. Repetitive testing to achieve acceptable
test results without identifying the root cause or correction of any problem in
a previous test is not acceptable as a means to establish or verify operability.

6.6 Missed Technical Snecification Surveillance

The Standard Technical Specifications (STS) contain Surveillance Requirement
4.0.3 which states:

" Failure to perfors a Surveillance Requirement within the specified time
interval shall constitute a failure to meet the OPERABILITY requirements
for a Limiting Condition for Operation. Exceptions to these requirements
are stated in the individual specifications. Surveillance Requirements do
not have to be performed on inoperable equipment."

Plant-specific Technical Specification (TS) variations of this statement say
exist, in which case the plant-specific TS govern.

.

- The Allowed Outage Time (A0T) in the action requirements specifies a time
- interval that permits corrective action to be taken to satisfy the LCO. If such

a time interval is specified in the action requirements or if the licensee has
adopted by license amendmeWQthe 24-hour provision of amended Surveillance V
Requirement 4.0.3 as discuss' Win Generic Letter (GL) 87-Og, the completion of
a missed surveillance within these time intervals meets the requirements. As
with systems discovered to be inoperable, the time interval begins upon discovery
of the missed surveillance. Failure to perform a TS requirement within the
specified time interval is considered a condition prohibited by the TS and is
reportable at least under 10 CFR Part 50.73; it also may be subject to
enforcement action.

Gener ett -09 her ts provid tensive gui nee on.

gs eil n. 1 ity and ss rit e.

d s/ W e

/# 6.7 Use of Manual Action in Place of Automatic Action

Automatic action is frequently provided as a design feature specific to each
safety system to ensure that the specified functions of the system will be
accomplished. Limiting safety system settings for nuclear reactors are defined
in 10 CFR Part 50.36, " Technical Specifications," as settings for automatic
protective devices related to those variables having significant safety
functions. Where a limiting safety system setting is specified for a variable
on which a safety limit has been placed, the setting must be so chosen that
automatic protective action will correct the abnormal situation before a safety
limit is exceeded. Accordingly, it is not appropriate to take cred',t for manual
action in place of automatic action for protection of safety limits to consider
equipment operable. This does not preclude operator action to put the plant in
a safe condition, but operator action cannot be a substitute for automatic safety
limit protection.

Issue Date: / /91 -14- g900 ST',
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If au atic actio is lost or degraded nd anual action alone for %e nysto
woul .- -_. _ _ , acceptable, then loss of the automatic function clear' y

'

results in tedbeing inoperable,

or amp other situatio substitution of manual action for automatic /action may be acceptabl , e licensee's detemination of operability with regard
to the use of manual aclion must focus on the physica differences betweent

automatic and manual action and the ability of the manual action to accomplish
the specified function. The physical differences to be considered include, but ,

are not limited to, the ability to recognize input signals for action, ready '

access to or recognition of setpoints, design nuances that may complicate
subsequent manual operation such as auto-reset, repositioning on temperature or
pressure, timing required for automatic action, etc., minimum manning ;

requirements, and emergency operation procedures written for the automatic mode .

of operation. The licensee should have written procedures in place and training h|accomplished on those procedures before substitution of any manual action for the .

loss of an automatic action. (M M1 q !

he assignment of a dedicated operator for manual actionl : act ;;;;g . 1 |4 ,

g ogMamt written procedures and a full consideration of all pertinent differences.j 9
The consideration of manual action in remote areas also must include the ability 1 4

and timing in getting to the area, training of personnel to accomplish the task, N 3
and occupational hazards to be incurred such as radiation, temperature, chemical, Ksound, or visibility hazards. One reasonable test of the reliability and
effectiveness of manual action may be the approval of manual action for the same i

function at a similar plant. Nevertheless, this is expecte o be a temporary I |
condition until the automatic action can be promptly corrected n accordance with l,

10 CFR Part , Appen,d x Cr ter XI tive Actio -

The licensing of specfjic plant designs includes consideration of automatic and
manual action. While ep; ^ desandaguessiam6nd for either or both type
actions, not every combination or consideration of the above differences has been

.

reviewed from an operability standpoint. Although it is possible, it is not i4

expected that many determinations of operability will be Z::::3 1 for manual
action in place of automatic action. Credit for manual initiation to mitigate
the consequences of design basis accidents should have been established as part
of the licensing review of a plant.

'

6.8 " Indeterminate" State of Operability

An SSC is operable when it is capable of perfoming its specified tion (s) and
when all necessary support SSCs are also capable of perforsin ir related y
support functions. See operability definition and discussion etion 3.0.
Otherwise, the SSC is inoperable. When a licensee has cause question the
operability of an SSC, the operability determination is to be prompt; the
timeliness must be commensurate with the potenti safety significance of the j
issue. The determination process during this ti owever, must be predicated /
on the licensee's reasonable expectation that the SSC is operable and that the
prompt determination process will support that expectation.

.
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In the absence of reasonable expectation that the SSC is operable, the SSC is t A l

be declared inoperable immediately. The licensee should then proceed with it
operability determination process and reach a sound conclusion regarding SSC

,

J operability. The determination say conclude that an SSC declared inoperable is,

':; = H>re 9Iin fact operable. The licensee's actions subsequent to deci "C
so forinoperable are guided 4y the regulations, TS, plant procedures,

In addition, the licensee should determine when and under what circumsnnces the '

f system became inoperable so that reporting requirements may be met and NRC
followup actions may properly re the circumstances and the licensee's
efforts to correct and prevent rr ces. In summary, an SSC is eithery

N operable or inoperable at all ti eteminate' is not a recognized state l/t "

of operability.

6.9 Use of Probabilistic Risk Assessment in Doerability Decisions'

Probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) is a valuable tool for the relative
evaluation of accident scenarios while considering, among other things, the5

probabilities of ocJurrence of accidents or external events. The definition of'

operability statew however, that the SSC must be capable of performing its /
specified function (s). The inherent assumption is that the occurrence conditions
r event exists and that the safety function can be performed. The use of PRA

L r probabilities of the occurrence of accidents or external events is not
M acceptable for making operability decisions.

V
owever, PRA may provide y a ul suppo in raation for a Temporary ,/.

Waiver of Compliance or licen e ndment RA is also useful for V
determining the safety signific f SSCs. fety significance, whether
determined by PRA or other analyses, is a necessary factor in decisions on the

g appropriate " timeliness" of operability determinations. Specific guidance on the
timeliness of determinations is presented in Section 5.5.

6.10 Environmental Qualification ,

k When the NRC or licensee identifies a potential deficiency in the environmental
qualification of equipment (i.e., a licensee does not have an adequate basis to
establish qualification), the licensee is expected to make a prompt determination
of operability, to take immediate steps to establish a plan with a reasonable

*I schedule to correct the deficiency, and to write a Justification for Continued-

Operation (JCO) (See Note below), which will be available for NRC review. The
licensee may be able to make a f9nding of operability using analysis and partial
test data to provide reasonabla assurance that the equipment will perform its

JAfAlyhtion(s) in its accident environment when called upon to do so.]
,

lic see shoul0 a o l ow at sub ent e of equi mI

t4n' ign4f1 _WTi adi
j

nformati to the rator

NOTE: The JC0 referred to in questions of equipment qualification is
specifically addressed by Generic Letter 88-07 dated April 7,1988. This
environmental qualification "JCO' includes an operability deterstnation. It also
states that the licensee should evaluate whether the findings are reportable
under 10 CFR 50.72, 10 CFR 50.73, 10 CFR Part 21, the Technical Specifications,
or any other pertinent reporting requirements, including 10 CFR 50.9.
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The following actions should be taken if a licensee is unable to demonstrate
equipment operability:

o For inoperable equipment in a system covered by the TS, the licensee
shall follow the appropriate action statements. This could require
that the plant be shut down or remain shut down.

For inoperable equipment in a system not covered by the TS, theo
licensee may continue reactor operation if the safety function can
be accomplished by other designated equipment that is qualified, or
if limited administrative controls can be used to ensure the safety
function is perfomed.

6.11 Technical Soecification Doerability vs. ASME Code. Section II
Doerative Criteria

The Technical Specifications (TS) nomally apply to overall system performance
but sometimes contain limiting values for certain component performance, which
are specified to ensure that the design basis and safety analysis is satisfied. t
The values (e.g., pump flow rate, valve closure time, valve leakage rate,
safety / relief valve set point pressure) are operability verification criteria.
If these values are not met at any time, the applicable LCO shall be entered as
if the deficiency was discovered during the required surveillance.

The ASME Section XI inservice testing plans for pumps and valves may contain the
same or different limits and additional component performance acceptance values
which, if not met, will indicate that the pump or valve has seriously degraded ;

so that corrective action would be required to ensure or restore the operability
and operational readiness of the pump or valve. The ASME Section XI acceptance
criteria include " required action ranges" or limiting values for certain'

component performance parameters. These required action ranges or limiting '

values as defined by the code as component performance parameters, may be less
conservative than the TS values which are safety analysis limits. However,
action must be taken when the TS requirements are not met.

V Generic Letter 89-04 Attachment 1, Pos6, defines the starting point for the
\

,
,

in TS a n statements for ASME Section XI pumps and !

Allowed Outage Time (A0T) dat
.

valves. When performance 1 in the required actio regardless of ; I

|whether the limit is equ o or more conservative the TS limit, the pump
|

or valve must be deel inoperable immediate e term " inoperative" is used i

in the text of Section XI; the p va ve is both "inoperat
',

inoperable) the TS action stat for the associated s must be
entered.

cases where the requir action range limit is e conservative than its
corresponding TS limit e corrective action a ot be limited to replacement
or repair; it may an analysis to demon e that the specific performance
degradation do not impair operabili nd that the pump or valve will still
fulfill it unction, such as de ring the required flow. A new required
action ge may be establish ter such analysis which would then allow a new
dete ination of operabil j.

,

)
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The durations specified by the or analyzi est results have not en
accepted by the NRC for pos ng enterin action statement. oon s
data are recognized a ng within th quired action ran r pumps or as

I exceeding the li ng value of -stroke time for es, the associated / |

,

component au declared i rable and, if co by the TS, the n
specifie the action nt must be sta at the time the e nt was
dec inoperable " r inoperable p d valves conside E Section I

ut not cover by the TS, the ac on should be const with the safety |
significance of the issue and the funeHame == ~ A hy +ka nFracted system (s). ;t

Recalibrating test instruments and then repeating pump or valve tests is an i

acceptable alternative to the corrective action of repair or replacement, but is
not an action that can be taken before declaring the pump or valve inoperable.

d However, if during a test it is obvious that a test instrument is malfunctioning,k the test may be halted and the instruments p recalibrated or replaced.
% During a test, anomalous data with no clear ion of the cause must be ,f

attributed to the pump or valve under test. his occurrence, a prompt V i

determination of operability is appropriate wi low-on corrective action as {necessary. y
Y Note: In the above discussion, " required action range" and "ino erative" are ASME

Section XI terms. u*
k % l

'

6.12 Sueoort System Operability j# '

,

N The definition of operability embodies the principle t at a stem can perfors '

. 1

Q its function (s) only if all necessary support systems are capab of performing i
D their related support functions. It is incumbent upon eac lic ee to

*

k understand which support systems are necessary to ensure operasili s tems
g and components that perform specified safety functions, p f

When a support system is determined to be inoperable, a system #f r ch that
support system is reouired for systems operability be dec1&re ino
and the LCOs for those systems entered f--- i;tifM M 'n. Anyfk appropriate remedial actions specified by a supported system LCO action statement
(to compensate for the inoperable supported system) should be taken.

h(* When a support system is detemined to be inoperable, the licensee shoul mploy
bd the same operability determination process for the supported syste s the
% licensee would for any other system. In particular, the scope and timi such

operability decisions should follow the guidance in Section 6.1.
,

There are cases where judgment on the part of a licensee is appropriate in
determining whether a support system is or is not required. One example is the
case of a ventilation system. A ventilation system may be reautred to ensure
that other safety-related equipment can perfom its safety function in the
sumer, but may not be reouired in the winter. Sis 11arly, the electrical power
supply for heat tracing may be reautred in the winter to ensure that a safety-
related system can perfors its safety function, but may not be reauired in the
sumer. The need for judgment in reviewing what individual licensees do in
specific cases should be recognized. If a licensee determines that a Technical

Issue Date: / /91 -18- 9900 STS
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Specification (TS) s is capable of performing its specified f tion (s) with

'

other change he a
by use of the 10 CFR.50.59 process and FSAR update. Cg

w 1
.

For some support systems, there are specific Allowed Outage Times (A0Ts)
specified in the TS. The A0T contained in the TS for any support system should ;

be equal to or less than the ACT for any system for which that support system is %required for system operability. Problems wh onsistencies exist betweenan A0T for a support system and the ACT tem for which that su> portsystem is required should be discussed vi inal management who siould
discuss the issue with NRR if deemed necessa some cas amendment tothe TS may be necessary.

In all cases, the following principles should be used:

a. The most important safety concern is to ensure that the complete
capability to perform a specified safety function is not lost as a result
of more than one support or supported system being declared inoperable.
When a support or supported system is declared inoperable in one train,
the corresponding independent support or supported systems and all other
associated pport systems in the opposite train (s) should be ensured to' a be operabl i.e., the complete capability to perform the ified safety 3[/ function s not been lost. The term " ensure" as used he llows for an iadministrative check by examining logs or other informa to determine .% !jf2egjygd.featune we ant-of-serv _ ice for maintenance or other reasons.
These actions are not to be useo in lieu of required T5 actionQ 4

3

b. Llpon determining that a loss of functional capability condition exists,
<

actions specified in the support and supported system LCOs should be taken Nto mitigate the loss of functional capability.

6.13 Pioina and Pioe Supoort.ps6tfinements h
degraded or nonconforming med be subjectedPiping and pipe support o t>

to an operability det ruination and restored to the FSAR design criteria. ToN
assist licensees in determinations, operability guidance has been providedg specific T various c nents. These components include the piping, support

_

4 support plates, a r bolts. IE Bulletin No. 79-14 r sed the s eanalysis for as- afety-related piping systems. bupplement IEBulletin 79-14 da ust 15,1979 anc Supplement 2 to IE Bu :etin 79-14 dated
September 7, 1979 provide additional guidance. Concrete anchor bolts and pipe
supports are addressed with specific operability criteria in Supplement I to
evision 1 of IE Bulletin 79-02. The criteria for evaluating operability of

/ eismic design piping supports and anchor bolts relating to Bulletins 79-02 and5 7914 are detailed in the E. Jordan meno to the Regions dated July 1979, and the'

V. Noonan memo dated August 7, 1979. Upon discovery of weegadesmenee=WWh
Wiping and pipe supports, licensees may use the criteria in Appendix F of Secti_on,

(VA
III of the AW Code for operability determinations. mvnese cruena and use of'
Appencix F are valid until tne ne n refusiing outage when the support (s) are to
be restored to the FSAR criteria. p

,

Issue Date: / /91 -19- |
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or systems determined to be otherwise operable but which do not meet the

operability cri , licensees ld treat the systems or components as if" "

inoperable u 1 NRC pp btained for any additional criteria or
evaluation me - e "%o vetem ! operability. Where a piping support is
determined to be inoperable, a determ ination of operability should be performed
on the associated piping system. ~f j lL g
6.14 Flaw Evaluation M

;

i

Regulation 10 CFR 50.55a(g) and Standard Technical Specif catim (STS) 3.4.10
(the section number may vary with plant specific TS) require that the structural '

integrity of ASME Code Class I, 2, and 3 components be maintained according to
Section XI of the ASME Code. In the conduct of inservice inspection, maintenance

<

activities, or during plant operation, flaws in components oe aiscovered.
The operability of seek systems containing flaws may depend on the flaw

-

!characterization or evaluation performed by the licensee and the acceptability
of continued service of the component. Since the characterization and/or

4 evaluation is vital to the determination of lity, the licensee's efforts -- |following flaw detection aunt ompt.s '

_

'

Components containing flaws characterize determined to be within the j

't acceptance standards in IWB-3500 (IWC-3500 for Class 2 components) of Section XI I

T4
are acceptable for continued service and, although no determination of I

operability is necessary, reportJpgHmJst be in accordance with reaulatory |_requiremJpts, f g2 7
'

Upon discovery of a flaw exceedins nee ards in IWB- 00 (IWC-determine opey4 ability. A500_,
.

for Class 2 components), the licens hou .pr pt )
The

1 evaluation"and acceptance criteria o -360 Ta ' e useTfh7te MenCna Jion. t

For Class 3 moderate energy piping, i.e., Clas iping with a ma mum operating '

i temperature below 200 #F and a maximum operating pressure 275 psig, t i !t evaluation _ and acceptance criteria in Generic _ Letter 90-_05 .usad._
T |y ,

N1 The licensee may treat the system containing the flaw (s), evaluatgd =d fed \meet the acceptance criteria in IWB-3600, as operable until(1QC apjtCoya ' M.I accordance with IWB-3600 is obtainedP For Class 3 moderate energy piping, the pI
I licensee may treat the system containing the flaw (s), evaluated ad ' = ,. tr = at

the acceptance criteria in Generic Letter ,, as o )er '1 reli M"

b obtained from the NRC. The licensee prom s iusuon foreither case to the NRC for review and ape..1 ptlymonit kg

- Alternative evaluation procedures and/or acceptance criteria may also be used for
flaws exceeding IWB-3600 or Generic Letter 90-05. When alternative evaluation , d
procedures and/or acceptance ''u is e used as a basis for acceptable %continued service, t a must the systa= mt&'r.g Oa ''=(s) as
inop a >prov _ es aq riteria is obtaimadMor toe planCmust oe placed in a sa'{s C..':^.:.n or for systems in the3th ovalg | TS, t must enter the corresponding Limiting Condition for Operation

U (LCO). -

1
o j

i
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6.15 Doerational Leakaag -

h If leakage develops in the reac r coolant systes, itional
k frequirements. The Technical Spee fications (TS) d ressure,

\ boundary leakage. The Operational .eakage Lim onditior r tion (LCO)! '

Imust be entered upon '' discovery < f r e boundary leakage; therefore, an
g operability detensination is not priate. gg

the ASME Code excludesIode requirements duem MArticle NB-2121 Se III of
'

f y saterials not ated with the pressure retaining function of a component,
I s -0-1_ d gaskets. Hopver, leakage from the reactor coolant system'

A 4 o specified values teF the TS depending on whether the leakage is from ji ed, unidentified, or specific sources such as the steam generator tubes I '

or reactor coolant system pressure isolation valves. If the lea age exceeds the
nt fffTS limits, t e up

F r olant sistem leakage witmin the limits of the TS, the licensee
shou d- etermine operability for the degraded component and include in the

ination the effects of the leakage nto other components and materials.
q r -

s Furthermore, regulatMnd equi at the structural integrity of ASME
y Code Class 1, , eid 5 components b,e maintained according to Section XI of the

ASME Code. If a leak is discovered in a Class 1, 2, or 3 component in the
f conduct of inservice inspections, maintenance activities, or during plant

operation, IWA 5250 of Section XI requires corrective measures be taken based on
',r pair.or replaceme.nt inaccordance atilh.Section II.An acciuon, a through walli

aw does not maat the acceptance criteria in IWBT36 '

q

'y' Upon discovery of leakage from a Class 1, 2, component a boundary l

(i.e., pipe wall, valve body, pump casing, etc license lare the
lass 3 energcomponent inoperable. The only exception is

For Class 3 moderate energy piping %
.
d, theas discussed in /seneme+Mutusm9P95. * ,N 'licensee may treat the system containing the through wall f1 nw(s), svaluated and

found to meet the acceptance criteria in Gaaendadustasu9Fet; as operable until
relief is obtained from the NRC. - _

#

6.16 Structural Reauirements jef a
;

Category I structures and supports (referred to asstructures)whichare
| subject to periodic surveillance and inspection in accordance with the

requirements of Technical Specifications (TS) shall be considered operable if the'

limits stipulated in the TS are met. If these limits are not met, the Limiting,

Condition for Operations (LCOs) are to be entered for the affected structure.

If the degradation affects the ability of the structure to provide the required
| design support for systems attached to the structure, p.n operability
' determination must be perfo for these sypes as well.

s ('

s 3
Issue Date: / /91 - -21- 9900 STS
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Degradation affection Category I structures include, for example, concrete
cracking and spalling, excessive deflection or deformation, water leakage, rebar #

corrosion, missing or bent anchor bolts, etc. If 4hese degradationm is V
identified in Category I structures t hh era -act.-ovbject-40- perfedit

-eurueillance and hspaction, they should be assessed by the licensee to determine
the capability of thess structures to perform their specified function. As long
as the identified degradation does not result in the exceedance of acceptance
limits specified in applicable design codes and standards, referenced in the
design basis document, the affected structures are operable.

V
Significant degradations resulti in the exceedance of the acceptance limits

,1 must be promptly reported in ac ance with the requirements in 10 CFR 50.72 and
/J evaluated by the licensee for detemination of operability. These evaluations

should include the criteria used for the operability determination and theg# rationale for continued plant operation in a degraded condition outside of the
d

design basis. The licensee's evaluations should also include the plan for
corrective action, as required by Criterion XVI cf Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50,,

to restore degraded structures to their original design requirements. As stated
above, any system which depends upon the degraded structure for required support
should also be examined for operability if the degradation or nonconformance
calls into question the performance of the system. NRC inspectors, with possible
support from headquarters, should review licensees' evaluations of structural
degradations to determine their technical adequacy and conformance to licensing
and regulatory requirements.

!

,&

s >

Y
rf G "ddW

:
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j'#** I't UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

,

5'j y wAssmcTON. D. c. roses*
|

\ ..... /
TO: ALL NUCLEAR POWER REACTOR LICENSEES AND APPLICANTS

SUBJECT INFORMATION T0. LICENSEES REGARDING TWO NEW NRC INSPECTION MANUAL
SECTIONS ON LICENSEE ACTIONS FOR RESOLUTION 0F DEGRADED AND
NONCONFORMING CONDITIONS AND ON DPERABILITY (GENERIC LETTER 91- )

4
The NRC staff has issued two new sections to be included in Part 9500, Technical
Guidance, of the NRC Inspection Manual. The first is, " LICENSEE ACTIONS FOR
RESOLUTION OF DEGRADED AND NONCONFORMING CONDITIONS.* The second is,

"0PERABLE/0PERABILITY: ENSURING THE FUNCTIONAL CAPABILITY OF A SYSTEM OR ,

COMPONENT." ,

h j
The proposed additions to the NRC Inspection Manual are generally based upon
previously issued guidance. In a few cases, the proposed additions depend on
common sense, and long-standing informal staff interpretations.

h Copies of the proposed additions to the NRC Inspection Manual (enclosure) a e 2f. provided for informati^- aal v . No specific licensee actions are require .
I/ Howev bec:::: th:hRC nuidancDndofiTI positihthat are compiled in thep oposed additions werti issuec over .. perloo Iz yearT, it is possible t

-

( all of them are adequately reflected in existing plant pec1R refore,
)licenseer are encouraged to review the revised manu guit light of h
existing procedures with a view elimir.atir.g p ntial nsistencies.

k [ The purpose of th enclosed dance is to d ingle what the p
though new staff lstaff believes o be existing guidance o staff posit thatimplementatiar(-

.

e o intended k icular i e[ posi pti ^ ^ ^ - - "

gne c o4&camay appy iMh cases] _ _ g:f positio h pecognizing snet au L.tR 50.:
0hresenJ 15.' 5:: Twiiowed the procecures consistent w'th

-Teneric oackfitting in Tssuing this Generic Letter. Whether existing or new, the ,y
1 staff positions incorporated in the enclosed guidance ensures compliance with

'

gl existing regulations, im.lun.; wt. M M CTR is, Appunuh.n A .nu n, suu de
e te-t e ' a v 4 c t i an T^ ^= ' d O;dTh.et;.ns. Hence, the exception under ,

h 8s 10 CFR 50.109(a)(4)(i) applies.
~

Y Please contact the appropriate NRC Project Manager if you have any questions
regarding this matter. .

h6
James G. Partlow
Associate Director for Projects

|[Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosure: As stated

CONTACT: Chris L. Hoxie, NRR/0TSB
x23138
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CRGR REVIEW PACKAGE i !
L

PROPOSED ACTION: b - j

It is proposed to issue two new additions to Part 9900, Technical Guidance, of ;

th C Inspection Manual on (I) licensee actions for resolution of degraded and
i

n nforming conditions and (2) operability deteminations for systems, P 1

s tures, or components (SSCs) covered by_ Technical Soneifications otather NRC h I

requirements. It is also proposed to issue simultaneously a GenericTelter wm (
'

snese uponted Inspection Manual Sections as attachments to licensees for |information. '

1

CATEGORY: 2

RESPONSE TO REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTENT OF PACKAGE SUBMITTED FOR CRGR REVIEW:

[1T~The proposeif genepent out to licensees. r6
Enclosure I contains the two proposed guidance s. The first is titled,.' 4

" LICENSEE ACTIONS FOR RESOLUTION OF DEGRADED AND FORMING CONDITIONS." The Y l
second is titled "0PERABLE/0PERABIt,ITY: ENSURIN FUNCTIONAL CAPABILITY OF
A SYSTEM OR COMPONENT."

These two proposed guidance documents will Mexisting information contained )
~

in Part 9900, Technical Guidance, of the NRC Inspection Manual.

Enclosure 2 is the proposed Generic Letter that will transmit the updated --
,

Inspection Manual Sections (Enclosure I) to the licensees for infomation.
3

la
[i1)~~ OFaf17taf(NapersEorjiisdiIthing3tifQohctine R nie M iff N
requirements or staf1positioni \

l

The guidance proposed for inclusion in the NRC Inspection Manual and for
distribution to licensees is a compilation of the infomation contained in the

: documents listed in " References" at the end of this CRGR package. In addition,
selected Licensee Event Reports (LERs) and Event Notifications are attached in I
" Sample Licensee Event Reports and Event Notifications" to illustrate some of the,

concepts discussed in the Inspection Manual Guidance.

i r 5

The purpose of the proposed guidance is to docu==M " e ,;;f- location what the
NRC staff believes to be existi u dFnc~ staff positi The purpose of {.

publishing this guidance is to rovide larifyl natory material and \|to ensure consistency in applica wn or guioance % 6 inny.3qs '

,
grapned cuidance is primarily a e ion o xisting guidamy

' *

\positionn_mQP) licensee actions, deteminations for systems,resolution ei J w .Jw ei4 i, nfo ng
conoitions and (2) operabytty st tures or
components (SSCs) coversdfy Technical Specifications or other NRC requirements.

Y
i.1b E A| I ,

* '
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Enclosure 1 contains the two proposed additions to the NRC Inspection manual.

Q)L
The irst is entitled, ' LICENSEE ACTICNS FOR RESOLUTION OF DEGRADED AND
$ NFORMING CONDITIONS.* This document is a suanary of the process a licensee S
sht d follow upon identification of a degraded or non-confoming condition, Ni
including prompt follow-up actions, operability deteminations, reporting
requirements, decision categories, interim operation, deficiency resolution and '

long-tern follow-up. This document is an umbrella document that outlines a |'

complex process, and then directs the reader, as necessary, to more detailed i

information on any individual component of the process. The NRC staff believes N
4

that actions consistent with this process would ensure compliance with the
conditions, e.g., 10 CFR 50,

regulations that address degraded or nonconforming ~/
'

#Appendix B.
!

*
One of the places the umbrella unent refers ts reader to for operability
guidance is the other document o Enclosure 1 e t BLE/0PERABILITY:

'

ENSURING THE FUNCTIONAL gwury n C0 ENT. This document is
a compilation of existi NRC guidance a aff posi n operability. It
is based upon Generic L < an1'- Mtff, n. r.6n otices, and internal NRC

' correspondence issued between 1979 and the present.

The proposed guidance was not developed as a new requirement or staff position. d |
However, because of the complexity involved in operability determinations and i

because of the complexity o e ' process described in LICENSEE ACTIONS FOR I !
RESOLUTION OF DEGRADED AND NC FORMING CONDITIONS, it is possible that there j
have been differences in app 11 ion of this guidance from licensee to licensee.

1 The purpose of publishing this guidance is to provide some clarifying explanatory
4 material and to ensure consistency in application of this guidance among NRC i

inspectors. Thus, although a new staff position was na+ '..anuww, - ticular

licensees may find its implementation to repre g' " 1 .o wn.j necognizing_
staff positions

of previously existino 4-*"*--^e mi 1me c
t,ggL 10 un 50.109 may acolv in such casas,1 the NRC staff is raisowing Ine gk

_

~ rowever, a detailed examination of[ procedures indic~ated for generic bactrits.
licensee practices and plant procedures on a licensee-by-licensee basis was np|attempted to estimate the burden that the proposed guidance may represent.

i

[lv)"The pFBp6sid'iiisth5NTaRementJtTonjuorts w1th3bt3ont5rrenegranc"
pants) of t.heJfficjjf?Genega1[tounsetIOGCConf1Weetho('iripose_df .

The proposed guidance will be made available for use by NRC personnel by f
'

inclusion in Part 9900 of the NRC Inspection Manual, and to licensees for ,

,
'

information through the provisions of the Generic Letter.
1

Licensees may choose to voluntarily review their plant procedums to see that
they are consistent with the guidance. Since the proposed guidance is a l

4compilation of existing guidance, it is not expected that such a review would be
manv_ _ isconsistenciee wan1 A he faund |particularly time consuming or thatm

iowever, .% .u., .nwnsistencies that are founc , a revision of plant procedures '
would be in order, as well as a TS amendment in some cases. ;"

- E l
un coments an s have been c ed and hav por'

4

the pron uidance . ett on to the |

g gied a, .
.

2-
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istilator~jistialfH (Enerikconfomingh retractWeFtrid su da~ncI;^df
1G/8 @ 58ArgyRE. R4568] }

tent that the IA formal regulatory analysis has not been pwTored. Io .
proposed guidance does contain new guidance bc_ staff reritions. * _ are required
to ensure compliance -with existing regulations. iie two documents provide a
framework for orga g existing guidance on (1) licensee actions for resolution
of degraded and n forming equipment and (2) operability determinations for
systems, structur or components (SSCs) covered by Technical Specifications or
other NRC requirements.

ifen I c8 grpenczorannanunmamicp2.rmmensYili

The proposed guidance is intended for us personnel in evaluating licensee
actions for resolution of degraded and forming conditions and operability
determinations at all nuclear power pl .

[v11had ) scheduled in lightfif~ FoFieEh~catiej6iy 'oIt
'

i~pa *I'

,'

ion
|s to consider information'Wallab' neer iIg setohisasa
hay be deemed approprjateir81MMf33,firhati evan aVtipihe
kroposed action.

[s)Tstitemen[6LthP~sTell.fR3BEcl1][s3hW1e prvnosMEt'flin s"desinnjd
$oachieve.

The specific objectives of the proposed action are to (a) update Part 9900 of the
NRC I tion Manual with respect to licensee actions for resolution of degraded
and n nforming conditions, (b) update the Manual with respect to operability
guida , and (c) to infors licensees of the updates of the NRC Inspection Manual
by Generic Letter.

As a consequence of the proposed action, it is anti ted that evaluations of
licensee actions for resolution of degraded and n nforming conditions and
evaluation of operability determinations by NRC per 1 will be more consistent Sfrom one licensee to another, and from one time to another. This is because A
evaluation criteria, which are currently in many different documents, have been p/ I
drawn together in one location. q

[6}7GineraTdeicliptT6ft OfAe ji I
Prdettoeomplete;thue,'ii,01 1

1 Tne proposed guidance is being provided to licebes for information. No

I {(\p specific ion by licensees is required.

/ QO 1
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As stated above, it is anticipated that the proposed guidance will result in a [[
!

more consistent proach to evaluating licensee actions for resolution of l

degraded and n
nforming conditions and operability determinations. _This is Y'l(because most a finn criteria wil be _available in the NRC Inspection Manual 1

as opposed to beina dispersed throua innt ni - ro n e oci-am consequentTy, the |potential for failing to consider an essential evaluation criterion will be
,[reduced. Therefore, the likelihood should be increased that the 1 ees will

take the correct action when (1) resolving a degraded or - feming $condition, and (2) making operability deteminations. This d have a
~beneficial effect on the risk to the public, although it is not possible to,

quantify the benefit.'

. rs
At some plants, licensees may revise plant procedures based on the proposed
guidance. Any revision of procedures might cause an incremental change in

~

radiological exposure of facility employees; however, the increment is impossible
to quantify in the general case. Overall, this guidance is not expected to have
a large impact (either positive or negative) in facility employee exposures.

(i)~ I ris till a t t siIiiid T6iitlnuIrg3ostslassoclitWd,Me
post of facilitdoy!!iseW%ensVectio~n%$elik-t

The proposed guidance does not involve any physical changes to any nuclear
plants. Therefore, there will be no installation or continuing costs. Also, no
facility downtime costs are anticipated.

On the other hand, the proposed guida nvolves complex processes such as
licensee actions for degraded and feming equipment and operability
determinations. Such fundamental c s are pervasive in their impact on
facility operation. If the proposed guidance is interpreted by the licensee as
requiring a major change in plant procedures, it is conceivable that the mewM '
guidance would increase facility downtime for some facilities by resulting in W .

changes to plant procedures that required more appropriate actions. However, i,
\pthisguidanceshouldnotcauseunnecessaryshutdowns.

ing th at n es itk h I
tosi,tjons,

guidance documents ardnot intended to contain newThe prop %eat is not expected that snis guidance will ...un guidance or staffposi inn in a sign uican".
e in operational complexity for most licensees.-

However, for some licensees that may have previously been operating with a
differ t etation of (1) actions to res >1vs %;L w .... w nivi ...;
co o erability deteminations,Y following the proposed guidance.

y pequire nges 1FpTa5T7rs;h o anuWerations.

-4-
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As an ex impi , sur 11ances that make a piece of equipment inoperable i.'s not i

be conducted on Tety train of system if the other train is also
inoperable. T ropo_sj,d guidan es this clear; however, if a licensee

,

R currently had procecu m % owed such surveillance scheduling, the proposed A-
I V guidance will be interpreted as allowing less operational flexibility and causing

more operational complexity.

From the NRC pere e, the poten 1 safety impact is >ositive because
continued operatio il not be a th a complete loss of syst function N
c ased by the performanc e surveillance. 4 /.

M V I M f pt [
I ghehmtDcT4tlEWItMtXHfhDOTedMettbn

Th'e resource burden on the NRC would be minimal. )$

Wh'eToFnWalT[bactM),Af the~@1r660'ieGetts'.B Eg nterintf4cmty3ypUdesIgssEagiron3"he
~ klevancyjnd_prait lit l

- The proposed guidance is applicable to all power reactors, regardless of plant k'
age, facility type, or design. #

1) ~ VfiiitEeTifie'pr3osedTa"ctions r n DMHaftthTe
~

u s ti fi c a ti onJ for^ 1 mpo sgg b(*$6po s 3 tit
.

latti _ . . I_ .

Other than for the exception noted below, the proposed guidance is final.

The section or.10 CFR 50.59 is interim. We will discuss this issue during CRGR
review of the new 50.59 procedures and NSAC-125. (NSAC-125, dated June 1989 is

' ' Guidelines for 10 CFR 50.59 Safety Evaluations," prepared by Nuclear Management
and Resources Council, Nuclear Safety Analysis Center.)

viii)~ ~ For Esh 'evalu'ation7t6nductedJpursuantpo*1 ' sing
ffice director'sidetiraidifWn eetermination basedlen th'e"c5hTiife$1pgitheQdririfionsf5f_cashFa iM _ HvifFab6ve
at

a) 'th e rs Ti Ts sb sTiHWT'e fen riC~and decGB tJncreu0TDhero
N.y c3euth

d safety,or the comon d 4 /dsfrom th top 6sals
d

nh b he tNc j d

f To the extent that the proposed guidance does impose new NRC staff positions, the
/ backfit rule does apply. The new positions are justified on the basis that they
f. provide assurance of compliance with exi . quiations si positions.'-

t

The proposed guidance is a compilatio existing guidanc etaff anatie
into two documents. Use of the propo _ nntd w - __ onsisnncy w-

),|-5 |,

u y f phU
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evaluations of licensee actions for resolution of degraded and nMnforming !

conditions and operability determinations, which, in turn, will hav1Fa positiveirpact on plant safety. For most licensees, there should be little or no 1

additional costs as a consequence of issuing this proposed guidance. The iexception under 10 CFR 50.109(a)(4)(1) applies.
!'

For some licensees, this proposed guidance might be viewed as new to thee. Itis possible that, because of interpretation differences, application of erhtin
guidance has not been consistent from licensee-to-licensee. It RJot east 9

| possible to quantify how sany licensees fit this description, and to whas unenh -}
each such licensee would be affected by the pr
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Estimates of thecosts of implementation for such licensees a eas ainable. g
| This guidance should make enforcement problems easier to deal with by providing

clearer and more complett guidance.
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e proposed guidance will not relax any existing requirements or positions.
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